
Cal Schoonover 
604 S. Main St., 
Janestille, WI 53545 

Dear Ual, 

12/16/95 

I'm not mad0 at you. Kerely disappointed. 

As you saw, I'm old and weak aJd yet tuok all the time you wanted. But you 

waste time for me when you should know better. As on asking me repeatedly for addresses 

I told you 1 do not have. 

As you have learned without so saying, all I told you about others you are 

learning for yoursdlf. They do not respond and the books you are spending time on, 

lake Moore's, you are learning for yourself are mai what told you they are. Now 

while it is good to take in all side for yourself, that is trio only when you have 

the time. As you do not. 

lou say you finishe4 Whitewash three weeks after you were hre. Then you 

should have learned in it that aLl the doctors testified that it was not possible for 

all of Connally's wounds to have come from that one bullet, with all the rest of its 

madeup history. There is more you could have learned ablut this if instead of taking 

time for the junk like 1400re you had used the index to say PAt Mortem. Oritead the 

AfteCirord in NEVER AGAIN! L. 
It is disappointing to me that after I explained to you that the question 

was not the penetrating power of tha-. magical bullet but the possibility of it 

causing all that damage to Connally those three parts of his body5',/let  you linger with 

that belief based only on penetrating power.Which has no real relevance. 

You say you'll look at Whitewash again. The last two chapters in particular 

on this. ilnd note that Jpecter was specific in saying he was not asking about that 

bullet, but about any bullet. 

Sincerely, 



_Jo &mit 	Guonr 
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